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A wonderful time was had by all who participated in the Fourth of July celebration!
The weather cooperated to provide Lake Holiday with another fantastic fireworks
display. The boat parade was great fun. See pictures and winners in the newsletter
and on our website.
Our maintenance crew deserve kudos for setting up and managing the traffic
pattern on July 3rd. Everything went smoothly.
The front gate experienced intermittent loss of internet over the July 4th weekend.
There were times when passes could not be printed. Due to the internet issues, data
collection of visits to the front gate was limited over the holiday weekend.
Even with that fact, Lake Holiday residents registered 869 cars with guests from
Saturday through Monday during the July 4 th weekend. Saturday’s total was 391,
Sunday’s total was 186 (low count due to internet outage) and Monday’s total was
292. There were 2-3 security officers at the front gate during that weekend. These
numbers indicate how hard the gate officers worked that weekend.
Walking patrol counted barcode versus non-barcode vehicles in the clubhouse
parking lot on Sunday at noon. 51 cars had no barcode and 28 had a barcode.
Thank you to each of the 574 unique households that participated in the 2022 LHCC
Resident Survey, our first comprehensive survey of the community since 2017. Our
3rd-party survey company is currently performing an analysis to present the overall
results and sorting open text comments by major themes and topics. This
information will be available by late August.
The Master Planning Committee will use the information gleaned from the survey to
identify areas within our community to address, such as adding new features to the
community, and to ensure that the Board of Directors, Committees and LHCC
management team have our finger on the pulse of the needs of all residents and
owners.
The marina working group has talked with several marine contractors, all who work
with engineers and divers. Six contractors have visited Lake Holiday and expressed
interest in fixing our problem. All feel the fix will involve an engineered anchoring
solution. We are awaiting estimates.
Boat slip refunds for the entire season for those on Dock A and B will be going back
to the members this week.

